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Depending on the initial particle concentration, the distribution will evolve differently in the

chimney after 10 meter. With a high concentration, the accumulation peak will decrease and

the distribution will be slightly shifted towards larger particles due to coagulation. With a low

concentration the accumulation mode remains nearly unchanged but due to heterogeneous

condensation, a coarse mode has arisen.
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A one-dimensional plug flow model was developed to

investigate the mechanisms that contribute to the modification

of the particle number size distribution (PNSD). The model

describes a vertical non-insulated chimney with the inner wall

covered with a thin liquid film. In the chimney flows a typical

combustion flue gas in saturated condition and containing a

polydisperse particle distribution. For each step in chimney

height, the model expresses conservation of mass,

momentum and energy and the general dynamic equation for

the particle distribution

For high particle concentration, the change

in particles of size 10-7 m is attributed by:

• 87% decrease due to coagulating to

larger particles

• 10% increase of due to coagulation from

smaller particles

• 2% decrease due to thermophoresis

• 1% decrease due to diffusional losses

• Negligible for diffusiophoresis and inertial

impaction

For low particle concentration, the change

in particles of size 10-7 m is attributed by:

• 46% decrease due to thermophoresis

• 36% decrease due to coagulating to

larger particles

• 15% decrease due to diffusional losses

• 3% increase of due to coagulation from

smaller particles

• Negligible for diffusiophoresis and inertial

impaction

For low particle concentration, the change in particles of

size ~10-5 m is attributed by:

• 49% increase due heterogeneous condensation

• 49% decrease due heterogeneous condensation

Particles between ~3 10-7 and ~10-5 m have grown, creating

a coarse mode. A similar trend can be observed at high

particle concentration, but this is negligible due to the higher

accumulation peak.

In accordance with the PNSD, particle condensation is

relatively higher with low particle concentration. In addition,

due to the lower particle concentration, less particle

surface is available to condense on and consequently

there is more condensation towards the chimney wall.

Coagulation dominant with high particle 

concentration.

Heterogeneous condensation dominant with 

low particle concentration.

To atmosphere

𝑇gas = 30°C

𝑇amb = 15°C

With a condensing heat-exchanger, the energy yield from

biomass fuel can be maximized. The flue gas is in a saturated

state after extracting the sensible and latent heat. However,

condensation can also occur afterwards during transport from

the heat-exchanger to the atmosphere, especially if the

chimney is not insulated. The subject of this poster is the

characterization of the gases and particles during this

transport.
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